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Résumé
Le Web des objets (WoT) vise à permettre l’interopérabilité au sein de l’Internet des objets (IoT) et des domaines
d’application. Toutefois, le nombre et l’hétérogénéité des
dispositifs connectés ne cessent de croître. L’intégration de
multiples objets avec des méthodes différentes d’interaction nécessite des efforts et des interventions humaines, et
est de plus en plus difﬁcile avec leur hétérogénéité croissante. Une certaine forme d’automatisation de cette tâche,
par exemple en déléguant de nouvelles compositions de
services à un agent autonome, nécessite des mécanismes
d’accès et d’interaction uniformes entre les Objets. Dans
cet article, nous étudions comment les solutions d’interopérabilité sémantique (SIS) peuvent être combinées avec des
systèmes multi-agents (SMA), pour permettre aux agents
d’interagir de manière autonome avec ces ressources du
WoT. Nous utilisons comme point de départ les travaux du
groupe de travail sur le Web des objets au W3C (World
Wide Web Consortium). Nous identiﬁons et décrivons les
problèmes liés i) à la représentation, ii) à la découverte et à
la sélection des objets, et iii) à l’interaction entre les agents
et les objets. Les réponses à ces questions sont essentielles
pour assurer cette intégration en utilisant les SMA, le WoT
et SIS.
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Abstract
The Web of Things (WoT) aims to enable interoperability
across the Internet of Things (IoT) and application domains. However, the number and heterogeneity of connected devices continues to grow. The integration of multiple
Things with different interaction methods requires human
effort and intervention, and is increasingly challenging as
their heterogeneity grows. Some form of automation of this
task, for example by delegating new service compositions
to autonomous agent, would require mechanisms for uniform access and interaction among Things. In this posi-

tion paper, we investigate how Semantic Interoperability
Solutions (SIS) can be combined with multi-agent systems
(MAS), to allow agents to autonomously interact with these
WoT resources. We use as a starting point the work of
the Web of Things Working Group at W3C (World Wide
Web Consortium). We identify and describe issues related
to i) the representation, ii) the discovery and selection of
Things, and iii) the interaction between agents and Things.
We claim that these issues are the core tenets to ensure this
integration using MAS, WoT and SIS.
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Introduction

While the number of devices, or Things, connected to the
Internet of Things (IoT) grows every day, the IoT suffers
from a lack of interoperability across platforms [16]. In
order to develop technology-independent networked applications, platform independent APIs are needed, as well as
means for different platforms to discover how to interoperate with one another. The Web of Things (WoT) [23] is
being developed to address these issues and to be the information space built upon the IoT where new services (physical and digital) are spawned, building an environment with
inter-connected objects participating to applications such
as smart buildings, intelligent transport, smart energy management, etc. Things in the WoT are physical or virtual
entities whose interaction affordances are described. They
can be connected devices, but also entities such as people,
places, and abstract concepts (e.g. events) [12].
Things are heterogeneous in nature, with different ways to
interact with them. Thus, creating and providing new services based on the composition of these Things proves to
be a complex task for developers or mashup users. To reduce this complexity, we need to introduce automatic composition and thus rely on mechanisms to ensure interoperability, and provide uniform access to Things.
In this paper, we propose to combine Semantic Interopera-

bility Solutions (SIS) and multi-agent systems (MAS) to
bring the required autonomy and interoperability on top
of the WoT. Multi-agent technologies introduce separation
of concerns between autonomous decision entities (agents)
and active or passive entities (artifacts) [2]. This is done
through uniform interfaces that agents can use to perceive
and act on artifacts. Artifacts can be used to encapsulate
Things and act as proxies for agents to access the real world
via the WoT.
Agents could autonomously and uniformly interact with
Things, in other words, discover, reason, access these
Things, and build added value services from their composition. In order to achieve this objective, several challenges
have to be considered. This paper aims to state and illustrate these challenges.
In section 2, we brieﬂy describe related concepts, deﬁnitions and the state of the art in WoT, SIS, and MAS. In section 3, we describe the problem and the related challenges
to address the autonomous interaction among things. Finally, in section 4, we conclude our work and discuss perspectives.
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Background

The WoT is the information space built upon the IoT. Its
aim is to enable interoperability across IoT Platforms and
application domains [12]. It does so by providing i) IoT interfaces to allow IoT devices and services to communicate
with each other, and ii) standards to deﬁne and program IoT
behavior. Things, the central building block of the WoT, are
abstractions of physical or virtual entities [12] that need to
be represented in IoT applications. A Thing may provide a
network-facing API for interaction (WoT Interface).
The WoT Thing Description (TD) speciﬁes the semantics
of these interactions. This semantics is deﬁned using an ontology : an explicit speciﬁcation of a conceptualization [8].
TD is a central building block in the W3C Web of Things
(WoT) and can be considered as the entry point of a Thing.
The core vocabulary for the W3C WoT TD is shown on
Figure 1. A TD comprises the description of the Interaction Affordances of the Thing, general metadata such as
communication and security mechanisms, and potentially
other domain speciﬁc metadata [12]. Three categories of
Interaction Affordances are deﬁned : Properties, Actions,
and Events [11]. Properties can be used for sensing and
controlling parameters. Actions model invocation of physical processes, and abstract calls of existing platforms.
Events are used for the publish/subscribe model of communication where data are sent asynchronously to the consumer.
A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a loosely coupled network of agents that work together to solve problems
beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each
agent [6]. The characteristics of a MAS [10], are :
1. locality and limited information and capabilities in
each agent,
2. no global view and system control,

3. data distribution and control decentralization,
4. asynchronous computation.
In the context of MAS, we focus on the Multi-Agent Oriented Programming approach [2] that makes a clear separation of concerns between agents and their environment.
An agent is a physical or software entity, situated in its environment. It is capable of ﬂexible autonomous action in
order to meet its design objectives. Autonomy for an agent
means that it is able to decide on its actions without direct
intervention from humans [10]. An agent can sense the environment and perform actions to change it. The environment denotes the conceptual space where agents execute
and interact. Artifacts encapsulate any kind of resource or
tool (web service, sensor, actuator) that agents can use in
the environment to achieve their goals [17]. They provide
uniform access through a set of observable properties, operations, and signals. Agents can perceive artifacts properties and signals, and autonomously decide to execute artifacts operations.
While MAS and IoT have both existed for a long time, few
integration attempts have been realized. One notable paradigm is the Internet of Agents (IoA) [20]. It uses agents to
represent and streamline interactions of Things. The Agent
of Things (AoT) [15] and the Multiagent Web [13] are
two approaches that adopt this paradigm. In the AoT, each
Thing embeds an autonomous agent. The hardware and
complexity requirements hamper the reusability and scalability of this approach [15]. The Multiagent Web uses a
multi-layer MAS to govern a group of devices. This approach is scalable as it is built on top of the Web architecture [13].
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Challenges

As we can see from the previous section, even if several
bricks exist, there doesnt exist yet a solution to the problem which is considered in this paper : How can we allow
agents to autonomously and uniformly interact with Things
in the Web of Things ?
To better illustrate it, let us consider a scenario in which we
want to optimize the power consumption of a smart building, composed of several spaces in which devices (e.g.
sensors, thermostats, lights, fans, ...) are deployed. Our
goal is to introduce autonomous agents to control the devices and optimize the smart building energy consumption.
Our ﬁrst challenge is to introduce the devices affordances
to the agents, since we consider that the existing devices
in the building are, at the beginning, external entities to
the agents environment. In other words, we need a uniform
representation for the devices in this environment. Our second challenge is to let the agents autonomously discover
and select the devices that will help them to achieve their
goals. Our third challenge is to allow the agents to operate devices, which implies that agents interact with devices through their representation.
This scenario introduces the following functional issues
that need to be addressed to integrate MAS with WoT :

F IGURE 1 – W3C WoT TD core vocabulary
1. representation of Things,
2. discovery and selection of Things, and
3. interaction with Things.
Each issue is separately described below.

3.1

How can we represent Things in the
agents’ environment ?

Each Thing has its own properties, events, and actions ;
described by its TD, which may potentially include additional metadata based on other ontologies.
Consider we have two Things : the thermostat, and the
room its in. The thermostat Thing is a connected device.
It should thus expose to the agent i) its current temperature property, ii) an event temperature reached when some
temperature is reached and iii) a change temperature action. The room Thing is not a connected device, so it will
only expose the following properties room name and ﬂoor
number for instance.
The representation of Things has two objectives :
1. to provide information to the agents about the
Thing, and
2. to provide a way for the agents to interact with it ;
access to its properties and events and using its actions.

The representation should be self-sufﬁcient ; the agent does
not require any other representation to fully interact with
the Thing. Furthermore, a uniform representation can mask
the heterogeneity between Things.
Related to representation, several works have proposed
using artifacts to offer agents an access to external resources such as ontologies [7] and algorithms [3]. Simply
encapsulating external resources in artifacts is not enough.
A standardized way to describe them is necessary so that
agents can reason on their usage interface. Semantic descriptions, such as OWL [22] for ontologies and the TD [11]
for Things, may prove useful in this regard. The adoption
of TD has not been widespread, since it is a relatively new
concept.
A good approach would be to model Things as artifacts,
so that agents can easily interact with them. This approach
requires aligning the concept and description of artifacts
in agents environment with the Thing Description. An artifact provides a set of properties, a set of signals and a set of
operations [2]. Two Things may not have a similar TD. All
TDs share the same general structure. A similar comment
applies also to artifacts. Thus, aligning the TD structure to
the structure of a generic artifact becomes the most important task to achieve. Ideally, a complete alignment would
allow us to represent anything as an artifact by simply giving it a TD. Since artifacts are situated in the agents’ en-

F IGURE 2 – Agents with their own list of Things
vironment, there is no need for modiﬁcations to the Thing
itself.

3.2

How can agents discover and select
Things to achieve their goals ?

Asking developers to prepare a list of TDs for the agents
will become impractical as the number of Things increases.
This list provides a degree of uniformity, but we believe
that agent autonomy for discovery of Things is reduced.
The agent must be autonomous in its searching and discovering Things. It should be able to choose Things to interact with, according to their owns goals without human
intervention.
Automated Thing discovery in the WoT has been investigated in several proposals. For instance, Dynamix [3] enables
conventional Web apps to discover and control Universal Plug-and-Play (UPnP) and AirPlay devices uniformly.
In [21], a middleware discovers Bluetooth and UPnP devices, wraps them with a semantic service description, and
shows the available services through a software client. Semantic services, such as Uberdust [18], SPITFIRE [19],
and DiscoWoT [14], have as main objective to facilitate
the discovery, selection, and utilization of Web-enabled devices. However, applications built on top of these platforms
are not interoperable as they do not use a common ontology
to describe Things.
Let us notice that in the multi-agent domain, several attempts have been realized. For instance, in [5], artifacts are
implemented as part of an e-learning system. They provide
search and retrieval capabilities to agents for i) modeling
learner information using a learner model ontology, and ii)
retrieving resources from learning object repositories.
A possible approach for this challenge would be to allow
the agent itself to handle the discovery of Things. The agent
can manage its own list of Things. The agent can select
the Things from this list which will help achieve its goal.
This would also allow for a network of agents to be able to
share information about the Things as depicted in Figure 2.
This could be achieved, for example, by using peer-to-peer
communication enabled by JADE [9].
Another approach would be to create or adapt a repository
to store TDs [4], as shown in Figure 3. When introducing
a new agent, it only needs to know that there is a repository and that it can use queries to obtain a list of Things.
The agent can send a query for speciﬁc interaction affor-

F IGURE 3 – Agents query a TD repository

dances, devices, metadata, etc., in order to select Things.
It is important to note that the repository would require its
own representation in the agents environment. This could
be done through either an agent or an artifact. It must be
capable of automated discovery of Things.

3.3

How can agents interact with Things ?

Agents should be able to discover and interact with Things
uniformly all throughout the WoT. State-of-the-art approaches about IoA ( [15], [13]) rely on agents as mediators between Things and other agents. Interactions between
agents are more complex than interactions between agents
and resources [1].
As mentioned in section 3.1, we can encapsulate different
Things using the same generic artifact. This would allow
any agent to easily discover and interact with any instantiated Thing based on this artifact. The agent should be able
to retrieve properties of a Thing as if they were the artifacts
properties. The agent should call the actions and events as
if they were the artifacts operations. Consider the example
of a room with a thermostat and a heating system, as shown
in Figure 4. An agent reads the property corresponding to
the rooms current temperature. The agent calls the action of
the heating system which regulate the temperature of the
room. When the desired temperature is reached, the thermostat sends a notiﬁcation event in order to tell the agent
that the action is complete. The agent may obtain information about the room by reading properties such as the room
number and corresponding ﬂoor. Since relations between
Things can be expressed in their TD using Links, the agent
should also be able to know that the thermostat is in this
speciﬁc room.

F IGURE 4 – Interaction example between the agent and Things
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Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we provided an overview of challenges that
need to be addressed in order to allow autonomous agents
to interact with Things in the WoT. We analyzed issues for
each of these challenges. We also presented a general overview of the state of the art for the integration between MAS
and the WoT, and provided some examples of semantic services for Thing discovery in the WoT.
We discussed the potential use of artifact encapsulation
to solve the challenge of representation of Things in the
agents environment, as well as the issue of interaction between agents and Things. The practical implementation of
this concept will be done in future work. We discussed possible approaches for autonomous discovery and selection
of Things by agents. Issues that were not discussed in this
paper, such as the management of Things by agents, could
be considered for future work.
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